
< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude 60◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather transparent
air. Orion’s belt is 35◦ to the right from the south, at 24◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius, is at lower

left. Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude 50◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather transparent
air. Orion’s belt is 38◦ to the right from the south, at 33◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius, is at lower

left. Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude 40◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather transparent
air. Orion’s belt is 42◦ to the right from the south, at 40◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius, is at left.

Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude 30◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather transparent
air. Orion’s belt is 49◦ to the right from the south, at 47◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius, is at left.

Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude 20◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather transparent
air. Orion’s belt is 59◦ to the right from the south, at 53◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius, is at left.

Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude 10◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather transparent
air. Orion’s belt is 72◦ to the right from the south, at 57◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius, is at upper

left. Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude 0◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather transparent
air. Orion’s belt is 88◦ to the right from the south, at 59◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius, is at upper

left. Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude -10◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather
transparent air. Orion’s belt is 104◦ to the right from the south, at 58◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius,

is juat above the map at left. Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude -20◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather
transparent air. Orion’s belt is 118◦ to the right from the south, at 54◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius,

is a bit above the map. Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude -30◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather
transparent air. Orion’s belt is 128◦ to the right from the south, at 49◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius,

is a bit above the map. Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude -40◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather
transparent air. Orion’s belt is 136◦ to the right from the south, at 42◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius,

is a bit above the map. Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky


< 0.50 mag < 1.50 mag

< 2.50 mag < 3.50 mag

< 4.50 mag < 5.50 mag

< 6.50 mag < 7.50 mag

Maps for GLOBE at Night at latitude -50◦, March 2, 21 h local time (deep night), assuming rather
transparent air. Orion’s belt is 141◦ to the right from the south, at 35◦ height. The brightest fixed star, Sirius,

is just above the map at right. Jan Hollan, Ecological Institute Veronica and http://www.astro.cz/darksky

http:/www.globe.gov/GaN
http://amper.ped.muni.cz/jenik/astro/maps/GaN
http://www.astro.cz/darksky

